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Abstract: Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a critical issue in health care in terms of mortality, quality
of services, and financial damage. In the battle against AMR, it is crucial to recognize the impacts of
all four domains, namely, mankind, livestock, agriculture, and the ecosystem. Many sociocultural
and financial practices that are widespread in the world have made resistance management extremely
complicated. Several pathways, including hospital effluent, agricultural waste, and wastewater
treatment facilities, have been identified as potential routes for the spread of resistant bacteria and
their resistance genes in soil and surrounding ecosystems. The overuse of uncontrolled antibiotics
and improper treatment and recycled wastewater are among the contributors to AMR. Health-care
organizations have begun to address AMR, although they are currently in the early stages. In this
review, we provide a brief overview of AMR development processes, the worldwide burden and
drivers of AMR, current knowledge gaps, monitoring methodologies, and global mitigation measures
in the development and spread of AMR in the environment.

Keywords: antibiotics; antimicrobial resistance; environmental drivers; biocides; public health;
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1. Introduction

We continue to face an antimicrobial-resistance challenge from drug-resistant microor-
ganisms that are continuously developing novel resistance mechanisms. This puts our
ability to cure common ailments in jeopardy. Numerous bacteria are acquiring resistance
to a wide variety of drugs, and these germs cause infections that are not treatable with
the currently available antimicrobials. This is perhaps the most troubling part of the is-
sue [1]. Although genes carrying AMR mechanisms were discovered in bacteria long before
antibiotics have been introduced to the clinic [2], it is difficult to precisely specify what
is the main selective pressure that causes the emergence of resistance, but the misuse of
antimicrobials in the medical, veterinary, and agricultural sectors is usually considered the
key reason [3].

Resistance is driven by a variety of factors that are complex, diverse, and cross-
sectoral in nature. In addition to sharing the same habitat, humans and animals also share
several infectious diseases that may have started in animals at some point during their
evolution into humans [4–6]. There are several ways in which resistant bacteria can spread
across international borders, either through direct exposure or through the food chain and
environmental transmission [3,4]. The occurrence of AMR organisms and antimicrobial
resistance genes (ARGs) are regularly reported from a variety of sources, including people,
animals, food, plants, and the surrounding environment [1].

Significant changes in food intake as a consequence of increased population density
may have been one of the driving forces behind the resistance. This is in addition to the
global sanitation and water pollution concerns posed by sewage, manure runoff, and waste
generated by pharmaceutical manufacturing and hospitals. AMR is expected to inflict
an estimated 10 million losses by 2050 [7], and some other analyses suggested that AMR
would cost the worldwide market USD100 trillion within the equivalent time frame [8].
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Identifying and regulating the importance of environmental factors in the genesis
and progression of AMR is crucial to effectively combat AMR globally. Identifying and
addressing the variables that contribute to AMR in the population will be crucial to develop
and implement effective prevention and management strategies for AMR, as well as to
monitor the environmental sources of AMR. This study highlights the causes of antibiotic
resistance, as well as existing knowledge gaps, surveillance approaches, and international
mitigation efforts.

2. Antimicrobial Resistance: A Worldwide Public Health Emergency

In a recent estimate, about 3.57 million of 4.95 million deaths worldwide were associ-
ated with antimicrobial resistance in 2019 [9], higher than many other well-known causes
of mortality, including malaria and HIV/AIDS. According to the study, the worldwide
burden of AMR is significantly higher than the 700,000 deaths per year projected by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations [10]. There had been a previous
projection that antimicrobial resistance would kill 10 million people per year by 2050 [7],
but the truth has now been revealed that we are closer to that figure than we thought.
Globally, AMR trends vary significantly among various countries and often face different
principal challenges. However, in contradiction to various health-care concerns, AMR is a
challenge that concerns each nation, regardless of the financial level.

In the past, the continuous discovery of new antibiotic classes helped reduce the
burden of infectious diseases; however, pathogenic bacteria were able to develop resistance
to these new compounds within a few years [11]. For example, within a year of approval of
the aminoglycoside streptomycin by the US FDA for the treatment of TB, resistance was
reported in some patients [11]. Carbapenems and colistin are antibiotic classes that are
used as a last resort to treat infections caused by bacteria that produce a wide spectrum
of β-lactamases or are multidrug-resistant [12]. In all corners of the world, there has
been an increase in Enterobacteriaceae resistance—one of the WHO priority pathogens—
to carbapenems and colistin [13–15]. A study by Hasunna et al. reported alarmingly
high resistance rates of almost 83.35% among extensively drug-resistant (XDR) Klebsiella
pneumoniae in neonatal sepsis [16]. Furthermore, almost 500,000 new cases of rifampicin-
resistant tuberculosis (RR-TB) were identified around the world in 2018, with a majority
of these cases showing multidrug resistance (MDR) [1], and the persistence of antibiotic
tolerance can worsen medical conditions related to diseases such as HIV, malignancies, and
malaria.

The risks of AMR are projected to increase dramatically as the routine antibiotic
treatment regimen becomes obsolete, possibly leading to scenarios in which terminally
ill patients need palliative care, but the medications provided are no longer clinically
effective [17] and hospital ICUs become hot zones for nosocomial MDR pathogens. Finally,
AMR-related epidemics could lead to a 2% to 3.5% decline in global total GDP by 2050, as
anticipated in various studies to cost USD60–100 trillion [8,18,19].

3. Antimicrobial Resistance: Potential Threats

From the early utilization of prontosil and the discovery of penicillin by Alexander
Fleming in 1928 through the close of the previous century, remarkable breakthroughs
have been achieved in the study and manufacture of anti-infective drugs, contributing
to the major advancement of modern medicine [20]. However, the current decline in
antibiotic R&D from major pharmaceutical companies, compounded by the misuse of
antibiotics and the excessive consumption and exploitation of antimicrobials as animal
growth promoters and in agricultural settings for animal feed, has resulted in pressure
that has led to continued exposure and increased tolerance to antimicrobials. AMR poses a
significant risk to public health [21]. The bacteria associated with animals can potentially
behave as a repository of antibiotic-resistant determinants that could be carried over to
humans [22]. In the growth and transmission of AMR, there is a complicated interaction
between people, livestock, and the ecosystem [23,24]. According to the latest analysis of
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scientific research on antibiotic use in agricultural production, only seven analyses (5% of
the total screened publications) contended that there had been little correlation between
antibiotic intake in animals and human resistance, while 100 (72%) managed to find a
significance [25]. The degree to which this transition from animal to person also occurs is
of immense importance, with considerable concern for the community and the well-being
of animals [23,26,27].

The first incidents of tolerance to antibiotics in food-producing animals were observed
in 1951, following the administration of streptomycin to turkeys [28]. Recently and more
significantly, the transmissible mcr-1 gene conferring resistance to the nephrotoxic last-line
antibiotic drug colistin was found in Escherichia coli isolates from unprocessed meat, live-
stock, and infected people [29]. Within a span of only three months after its discovery,
the mcr-1 gene was identified in more than twenty different nations [30,31]. Furthermore,
pan-drug Gram-negative bacilli (GNB) isolates are being increasingly reported around the
world [32]. Staphylococcus aureus associated with livestock methicillin (LA-MRSA) was first
described in 2005 [33]. As a consequence of the acquisition of enterotoxin genes and other
virulence factors, such as the Panton–Valentine leukocidin (pvl) gene, LA-MRSA poses a
risk to people [34,35]. Concerns have been raised about the transmission of LA-MRSA from
colonized animals, such as pigs, cattle, and poultry, to humans through direct contact with
animals, environmental pollution, or meat handling and consumption [36]. More impor-
tantly, the rise of vancomycin-resistance enterococci (VRE) presents a serious threat [37,38].
Through both inherent and acquired mechanisms, enterococci develop resistance to various
antibiotics [38,39]. Enterococci share genetic material between themselves or with other
genera, and it has been shown that vancomycin-resistant Staphylococcus spp. (VRSA) have
acquired vanA (the gene conferring resistance to vancomycin) from animal-associated
VRE [40]. Enterococcal infections resistant to vancomycin may also develop resistance to
other clinically important antibiotics, such as daptomycin and linezolid, contributing to the
rise of AMR against clinically relevant drugs [41,42].

A Salmonella typhimurium strain harboring blaNDM-5 has been discovered in commercial
pork for the first time in Jiangsu province in China [43]. Diaz et al. reported an epidemic of
Salmonella enteritidis resistant to nalidixic acid and showed that the source of contamination
was chicken sandwiches [44]. A study carried out in eight Chinese provinces in 2010
found veterinary antibiotic metabolites such as ciprofloxacin, enrofloxacin, oxytetracycline,
and chlortetracycline in the feeding of cattle manure [45]. Otto et al. [46] observed that
the incidence of ceftiofur-resistant Salmonella enterica serovar Heidelberg in Québec and
Ontario was significantly related to chicken intake and inappropriate antibiotic use in
poultry animals. Furthermore, Campylobacter jejuni cultured from commercial chicken items
has been shown to be substantially related to clinical human samples from the United
States [47]. These examples and more provide compelling evidence that extensive animal
farming is one of the major routes for AMR spread.

4. Mechanisms and Drivers Contributing to the Spread of AMR
4.1. Mechanism of AMR

The exposure of bacteria to subinhibitory concentrations of antibiotic drugs is one
of the primary causes of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), which is mainly caused by the
improper use of antibiotics in clinical and agricultural settings [48,49]. Antibiotic-resistant
bacteria use a variety of mechanisms, such as antibiotic inactivation by enzyme breakdown
or a change in the enzymatic scaffold; the expression of efflux pumps maintains intracellular
antibiotic concentrations below inhibitory levels; alterations to the antibiotic’s intended
target; and modifications of the cell membrane’s permeability (Figure 1) [50]. Enzymatic
degradation or modification of the antibiotic scaffold is one resistance mechanism that
renders the drug ineffective. The classic examples of these enzymes are the β-lactamases
and TetX antibiotic-modifying enzymes [51–54]. Antibiotic resistance can also be developed
by protecting, modifying, or overexpressing the intended target. Altering the cell-wall
PBP to overcome β-lactam antibiotic activity is the best-known example: VRE use this
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strategy by enzymatically modifying the peptidoglycan, which reduces the target’s affinity
for vancomycin [41]. In addition, two other resistance mechanisms include the use of efflux
pumps or changes in membrane permeability to prevent the antibiotics from entering the
bacterial cells. Bacteria produce either a multidrug efflux pump [55] or an antibiotic-specific
exporter, such as tetracycline efflux pumps [56], to keep antibiotic concentrations within
the cell at subinhibitory levels. On the contrary, few bacteria decrease porin expression
or produce a more selective porin variant to prevent antibiotics from entering the cell by
lowering membrane or wall permeability [57]. Some bacteria can develop extensive resis-
tance by using many complementary mechanisms. Clinical isolates of Enterobacter cloacae
develop high-level resistance to carbapenems as a result of a porin mutation that reduces
carbapenem absorption and increases the synthesis of a chromosomal β-lactamases [58].
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Figure 1. Mechanisms of antibiotic resistance in bacteria. Bacterial cell membrane barriers and
membrane protein can prevent antibiotics uptake, or bacteria can reduce intracellular concentration
by efflux pumps. Also, antibiotic targets can be modified to reduce affinity. Finally, some antibiotics
can be deactivated by specialized enzymes like β-lactamases. Sometimes, several mechanisms of
resistance act in concert to provide high-level resistance.

The development of antibiotic resistance in bacteria often occurs through vertical and
horizontal gene transfer. A mechanism known as “vertical gene transfer” passes genetic
information, including any mutations, from one generation to the next within a family. Hor-
izontal gene transfer (HGT) is the primary mechanism through which antibiotic-resistance
genes are rapidly disseminated across several bacterial species [59]. Resistant bacteria are
able to flourish and spread across the environment because of a number of distinctive
characteristics that they possess. Native bacteria in the environment serve as a reservoir for
ARGs, which can then be passed on to pathogens through HGT [60,61]. HGT can occur
through transformation, transduction, and conjugation, as well as other mechanisms [62].
The mechanisms of HGT are well known under ideal conditions, but in environments with
chemical stressors, such as antibiotics and biocides, they are less understood. Subinhibitory
and subtherapeutic antibiotic doses would promote the development of resistance by
microbes to the drug by triggering natural selection in microbes with marginally higher
tolerance to antibiotics through mutation or horizontal gene transfer. Compounded by
the quick development of antibiotic resistance at the molecular level, the AMR situation
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is deteriorating due to a lack of financial motivation, difficulties in clinical research, and
scientific innovation gaps. The development of novel antibiotics has hit a roadblock [63],
and new antibiotics introduced into clinical use are scarce.

4.2. The Excessive Use of Antibiotics

The overuse and misuse of existing antimicrobials have accelerated the emergence of
AMR at an alarming rate (Figure 2). Between 2000 and 2015, global antibiotic use increased
by 65% [64]. The consumption of antimicrobials per thousand people in China increased
from 1910 (defined daily doses) DDDs to 3660 DDDs between 2000 and 2015, while in Brazil
this number increased from 2535 DDDs to 6763 DDDs, and in Saudi Arabia it doubled
from 5647 DDDs to 10934 DDDs [65]. The use and misuse of antimicrobials are more
common in some settings, such as general and acute care wards, and among professionals
treating newborns and children, as well as certain diseases or syndromes. According to
previous research, incorrect antibiotic use in primary care is up to 55% in South Africa [66],
88% in Pakistan [67], 61% in China [68], and 15.4% in Canada [69], and up to 60% of
antibiotic prescriptions given to people with acute respiratory tract infections in primary
care settings in Louisiana, USA were clinically inappropriate [70]. This made the initial
therapy ineffective, allowing the selection of AMR bacteria to spread and proliferate. Acute
bronchitis, sinusitis, and middle-ear infections are other diseases that are often incorrectly
treated with the wrong type or dose of antibiotics [69]. Finally, there was an increase in the
prescription of antibiotic prophylaxis as part of the treatment regimen for infected patients
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and many studies have reported an increase in AMR
pathogens [71]. Overuse and misuse of antibiotics will increase the probability that AMR
develops over time, specifically bacteria in the WHO priority pathogen group [72].
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these drivers.

Since the 1950s, there has been a steady increase in the demand for meat and dairy
products around the world, leading to an increase in the use of antimicrobial drugs in
agriculture [73], since they are used not only as medications but also as growth stimulants,
prophylactics, and metaphylaxis. This excessive use contributed to the development of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria and their associated AMR genes, which have the potential
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to spread and be passed on to people through the food chain. Around 85,330 tons of
veterinary antibiotics were consumed around the world in 2017 [74]. The use of antibiotics
in food-producing animals is expected to increase by 11.5% by 2030 [75]. The use of
antibacterial drugs to stimulate development has been prohibited in the European Union
(EU) since 2003 [76], and the FDA eventually outlawed the use of antibiotics in cattle
without a veterinarian’s prescription in 2012 [77]. In 2019, there were still 26 nations out
of a total of 160 that used antibiotics in agricultural settings as growth promoters [74].
According to Ejo et al. [78], 5.5% of raw meat, eggs, milk, minced meat, and burger
samples in Ethiopia had salmonellosis. The isolates were 47.6% resistant to ampicillin,
tetracycline, and sulfamethoxazole–trimethoprim. Furthermore, Rasheed et al. [79] found
14.7% multidrug-resistant E. coli on vegetable salads, fresh milk, raw chicken and beef,
and on the surface of raw eggs. Four percent of these samples had extended-spectrum
β-lactamase activity.

4.3. Biocides

Biocides are commonly used antimicrobial agents in health-care facilities, beauty
brands, residential disinfecting products, wipes and home furnishing additives, farm-
yards for applications, including wheel and foot rinses, and a wide range of factory
methods, such as with the grasp of fouling and souring of piping systems along with
oil wells (e.g., hydraulic fracturing) [80]. There are several widely accepted biocides,
including ethanol, formaldehyde, chlorhexidine, triclosan, and quaterium ammonium com-
pounds (QACs), alkyldimethyl-benzyl ammonium chloride (ADBAC), stearalkonium chlo-
ride, isothiazolium-benzalkonium chloride, cetrimonium chloride/bromide and cetylpyri-
dinium chloride] [81].

In contrast to antibiotics, biocides generally have several target sites [82]. The efficiency
of a biocide is proportional to its concentration: at low levels, it may have only a limited
impact [83]. If an antibiotic operates only at a single target location and the cell’s adaptive
mechanism stops it from reaching that location, resistance may develop. The mechanism of
action of biocides, particularly at low or subinhibitory doses, is still poorly understood.

The general mechanism of action of the biocide may be described by the structure
of the bacteria against which it is most effective. There are three layers of interaction:
cellular components outside the cell, with the cytoplasmic membrane, and with cytoplasmic
components. To develop its antimicrobial effect, a biocide can interact with bacterial cells
at one or all three levels [84]. The bacterial response to biocides is primarily determined by
the properties of the chemical agent and the kind of organism treated. Antibacterial activity
may also be significantly affected by parameters such as contact temperature, ambient pH,
and the presence of organic matter [85].

The resistance processes to biocides depend on the structural properties of the bac-
teria, which may be inherent or acquired. Intrinsic resistance is an inherent chromosome-
regulated characteristic of a bacterial cell that allows it to evade a biocide. Bacteria that
produce endospores are significantly more resistant to biocides such as clostridium and
bacillus. Furthermore, physiological adaptation is believed to contribute significantly to
increased bacterial resistance to biocides, such as in the case of Pseudomonas resistance to
certain concentrations of alcohols [86].

Similar to antibiotic resistance, the development of biocide resistance is mutational
or acquired [87–89]. E. coli, Proteus mirabilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and S. marcescens are
examples of bacteria resistant to chlorhexidine, a common hospital disinfectant [90,91].
Plasmids in Enterobacteriaceae can include genes for antibiotic resistance and, in certain
cases, protection against mercury, organomercury, and other cations and some anions [92].
Many bacterial species have been shown to possess biocidal resistance genes (BRGs), such
as the qacE and qacA/B genes found in the Enterobacteriaceae family and Pseudomonas
and the qacA/B genes found in S. aureus, which confer resistance to QACs [93]. Resistance
to silver salts mediated by plasmids is especially relevant in hospitals, where silver nitrate
and silver sulfadiazine can be used topically to treat severe burns and prevent infection.
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A small number of biocides have been shown to be inactivated, and this applies only
to a subset of the total number of biocides. As a result of the abundance of cellular targets
that biocides can attack, protection is most likely and often derived from variations in the
permeability of the cell membrane or enhanced biocide outflow [84]. The Biocidal Products
Regulation (EU) 528/2012 supervises commercialization, consumption, and management
and specifically governs its use in veterinarian medicine in Europe [94]. Throughout
1992–2007, the world’s economy for biocides expanded by 40% [95]. Wastewater treatment
facilities are an important entry point for biocides into the environment. Resistant microbes
are more likely to develop when biocides are diluted and discharged into the environment.

4.4. Metals

Residential effluent, sanitary sewers, industrial effluent and emissions, and traffic-
related output are the main metropolitan sources of heavy-metal ions [96]. It has been
reported that various food products, commodities for residential and commercial use,
supplies for hospitals, fabrics, and toiletry products for cleaning purposes are extensively
employed with the use of metal nanoparticles. Metals such as lead, copper, zinc, cadmium,
and arsenic have been used as livestock health stimulants and vitamin supplements. Var-
ious metals are also contributing to traces of metals in agronomic soil. If one arranges
the factors that contribute to metal deposition in farmland in terms of the order of higher
to lower concentrations, these include farm animal manure as the main contributor fol-
lowed by sludge manure that incorporates nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, and lime, exterior
surroundings, and agricultural water as the lowest contributors to heavy metals [97].

Antibiotic- and metal-resistance mechanisms have several structural and functional
similarities, such as drug and metal sequestration, reduced membrane permeability, drug
and metal efflux, drug and metal alteration, and alteration of cellular targets [98]. There is
a direct association between the affinity of metal for thiol compounds and its toxicity to
microorganisms [99]. Metal speciation has been studied for its potential to predict metal
mobility and toxicity in soils, sediments, and aquatic systems [100–102]. Despite this, the
relationship between metal bioavailability, speciation, and the selection of resistant gene
variations has not been studied [103].

Heavy metals in the influent can have harmful consequences, which can affect bi-
ological wastewater treatment processes [104,105], such as nitrification, denitrification,
and organic removal [106–108]. Several factors influence the toxicity of heavy metals in
wastewater, including the solubility of metal ions, pH, the concentration of sludge, the
pollution load, and the species and concentration of heavy metals [109]. Heavy metals
are toxic to cells because they destroy membranes, interfere with normal physiological
processes, and denature proteins and DNA [110,111]. There is evidence that heavy metals
can disrupt osmotic equilibrium and the oxidative phosphorylation pathway.

It is not clear why certain microorganisms are more effective than others in removing
metals from the environment; however, this might be due to differences in genetics or in
the reduction medium [112]. Because climate favors the selection of metals and antibiotic
resistance, metals can cause antibiotic resistance in the natural environment [113]. Toler-
ance to antibiotics is elevated as a result of coselection processes triggered by heavy-metal
contamination and subsequent coregulation of resistance genes. It is well established that
heavy-metal ions alter antibiotic sensitivity and coregulate genes involved in antibiotic
resistance [98]. ARGs are generally located on plasmids, and it has been shown that bac-
teria with metal-resistance genes are more likely to possess ARGs than bacteria without
metal-resistance genes. Metals follow equivalent channels to biocides and antimicrobial
compounds, although the proportional quantity of each resource is predicted to fluctuate
depending on its predominance in industrial, agricultural, or wastewater. The environmen-
tal significance of these dispersed and targeted supplies of metals for testing tolerance in
the ecosystem is currently unexplained.
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5. Antibiotic-Related Environmental Transmission Networks
5.1. Wastewater

It is estimated that a significant amount of the medication held by users is expelled in
the activated form in fecal matter [114]. Human-ejected antibiotics would reach wastewater
treatment systems and appear to have one of three outcomes: biological conversion [115],
incorporation into sewerage sludge [116], or unmodified discharge into effluent [117].
For example, antibiotics have been found in groundwater sediments and deposits of the
Liuxi River in Guangzhou, China, and fishponds have been suspected to be reservoirs of
antibiotic metabolites and resistant genes [118]. Due to the propensity of oxytetracycline to
bind to the sludge, it was observed in quite substantial proportions in the sludge compared
to various drugs in the influent (1.15–43 mg/kg) [119]. Selective elimination of certain
antibiotics, such as sulfonamides [120] and ciprofloxacin [121], from the sludge indicates
that the hazards of sludge implementation in the soil appear to be different from the hazards
of wastewater effluent disposal in river systems.

5.2. Veterinary and Livestock

Animal fecal matter has been found to contaminate the ecosystem with drug-tolerant
bacteria and antibiotics [122]. Whenever livestock ingest antibiotics, about 30% to 90% is
excreted into urine and feces, exactly as happens among humans [123]. The most prevalent
antibiotics recovered were oxytetracycline, doxycycline, and sulfadiazine, preceded by
tetracycline, flumequine, lincomycin, and tylosin. A third of feces collections have been
reported to contain more than one drug, with swine feces having up to three antibiotics
and cow feces having up to eight antibiotics [103]. The spread of AMR on farms has been
demonstrated in research in a variety of livestock, particularly swine [124].

5.3. Manure and Sludge

The antibiotics discovered in the sludge are mainly less permeable to water, such as nor-
floxacin, ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, trimethoprim, sulfamethoxazole, and doxycycline [125].
The amounts of antibiotics in the sludge and compost differ significantly depending on
the sources of the influent, the processing setup, the characteristics of antibiotic splitting,
and the environmental parameters [126]. In an evaluation of the presence of antibiotics and
self-hygiene products in sewage sludge in the United States, two biocides, triclocarban and
triclosan (antimicrobial, antifungal), were by far the most prominent analytes, with concen-
trations as high as 48.1 and 19.7 mg per kg (dry weight). Antibiotics were the next most
widespread group of drugs, with levels ranging between 6.8 2.3 and 0.8 0.2 mg per kg (dry
weight). The order from highest to lowest rank is ciprofloxacin, ofloxacin, 4-epitetracycline,
tetracycline, minocycline, doxycycline, and azithromycin. Interestingly, the biocides and
antibiotics evaluated by McClellan and Halden in 2010 [127] fell into a narrow class of
antibiotics and biocides with strong selectivity for absorption into wastewater sludge [128].

6. Methods of Monitoring AMR

Various methods have been extensively utilized for the monitoring of AMR in the envi-
ronment. Some of these methods, i.e., culture-based, molecular-based, and nanotechnology-
based, are discussed in the following.

6.1. Culture-Based Methods

The microbe culture medium (solid/semisolid/broth) in which microbes are grown
and quantified in research experiments has traditionally been considered the gold-standard
methodology for the detection of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria. Culture-based techniques
are inexpensive, relatively precise, and convenient. Antimicrobial-resistant microorganisms
can be effectively obtained from samples by incorporating antimicrobials of interest in
the growth medium for selection, and if analogous experiments are performed lacking
antimicrobials, the fraction of a microbial species that appears to be tolerant can be as-
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sessed. For certain antibiotics, such as colistin, the broth microdilution minimum inhibitory
concentration (MIC) test is still considered the gold standard for determining sensitivity.

Although this method of AMR surveillance is widely adopted, it has enormous con-
straints. Many pathogens encountered in the habitat cannot be cultivated under laboratory
conditions, false-negative results can arise from samples contaminated with high concentra-
tions of chemicals, and the cultivation phase can be time-consuming, demanding prolonged
incubation, numerous steps, and validation assays. The methodology adopted to preserve
the specimens, as well as the preservation period, could have a significant impact on the
rescue and enumeration of specific entities. Undoubtedly, the major drawback of these
techniques is the relatively limited productivity.

Various culture-based automation technologies have been introduced to accelerate
lab cultivation and assessment. For example, the VITEK® system [129] (BioMérieux),
the MicroScan-Walkaway system [130] (Beckman Coulter), the BD Phoenix™ (Becton,
Dickinson and Company) [131], and The Biolog Microbial Identification [132] (Biolog inc).
These technologies work by testing cultivated organisms in miniature growth chambers
filled with various chemicals; any growth or change in colors will be detected and through
an algorithm, the strain and its phenotypic characteristics can be obtained. The result is
reported as ‘ID’ at the species level accompanied by its antibiotic-sensitivity profile (AST).
Usually, these systems require a pure isolate and an incubation period of up to 48 h, and it
costs more than the gold-standard biochemical phenotypic testing.

6.2. Molecular

To genetically analyze pathogenic and commensal microbial populations, molecular
methodologies were implemented. These have been utilized to recognize and monitor
antimicrobial-resistant genes. Known ARGs, molecular variables used for the classification
of genus and species such as 16s rRNA, along with mobile genetic elements such as
integrons (In), insertion sequences (IS), or plasmid-associated genes, which were typically
coupled to HGT, are notable examples of targets.

The nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) is based on the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) that can assess the existence or omission of a targeted gene. In any given sam-
ple, ARGs of interest can be detected using specific DNA probes in a conventional PCR
experiment. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) provides real-time results and precise statistical
outcomes with response rates that are faster than conventional PCR. Using qPCR is a useful
technology to investigate the effectiveness of actions on AMR [133]. EpicPCR is the third
method with high throughput that allows analysis of entire populations in a strategy that
integrates 16s and ARG of each cell, allowing tolerance to be attributed to a particular
microbe [134]. The most advanced probe-based PCR method for studying the presence of
ARGs of interest in a defined sample is metagenomics, in which a whole sample of DNA
collected from an ecological sample can be thoroughly analyzed. This methodology has
often been used to recognize genes in a variety of feces samples from people and livestock,
including sewage and wastewater effluent [135], medical debris [136], and human and
animal guts [137].

Molecular techniques based on PCR are rapid compared to culture-based approaches,
and thus can uncover various ARGs, even in bacteria that were challenging to cultivate
in laboratories [138]. However, it has been found that the detection of the target sequence
typically signifies resistance, but it is essential to illustrate that recognition of the gene is
usually not synonymous with tolerance, as demonstrated by diagnostic labs, since genes
are not always expressed [139,140]. Currently, many commercial automated PCR-based
technologies for bacterial identification (ID) and ARGs are available and widely adopted.
These come in cartridges that are preloaded with DNA probes for detection 16s and many
ARGs. The tests are rapid (2–6 h) and the samples are loaded directly without the need
to isolate and purify the bacteria. These automated systems are expensive, usually not
aimed at food and environmental samples, and require continuous updates from the factory
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to cover new ARGs. Examples of these technologies are GeneXpert® [141] (Cephid) and
AMPLICOR® (ROCH), both of which depend on multiplex qPCR technology [142].

The most precise and accurate molecular tool for studying a specific organism and its
ARGs to date is the utilization of whole-genome sequencing (WGS). Here, the whole DNA
of an organism can be screened, along with ARGs, their copy numbers, mutations, and
novel resistance genes. The most used platforms for WGS worldwide are Illumina [143]
(Illumina Inc.), Nanopore MinIOn [144] (oxford nanopore technology), and PacBio® HiFi
technology [145] (Pacific Bioscience). WGS requires highly skilled technicians, expensive
settings, and knowledge in data processing and manipulation. The use of WGS is not
considered the first step in active AMR surveillance, but can provide significant information
about the source of ARGs and their dynamics, hence they are better suited for use in
academic settings or national public health authorities.

6.3. Mass Spectrometry

Recently, protein profiling of organisms using mass spectroscopy techniques has been
implemented for bacterial identification. Specifically, matrix-assisted laser desorption ion-
ization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS) is a recent molecular technique
that evaluates AMR in microbial specimens. Identifying bacteria with MALDI-ToF is rapid,
very accurate, and can process larger volumes than regular molecular techniques. Unfortu-
nately, it requires an isolated bacterium and access to a specialized database, and the initial
setup investment is costly. However, many advances have been made in the detection
of ARGs using MALDI-ToF instruments, and the machine has been adopted by many
hospitals around the world. The two major brands of MALDI-ToF technology in microbial
identification are MALDI Biotyper® (Bruker) [146] and VITEK® MS [147] (bioMérieux).

7. Current Knowledge Gaps in Understanding AMR

There are still deficits in the literature on the interrelationship between antimicro-
bial administration in food-producing animals, susceptibility in the biosphere, possible
detrimental consequences on people and livestock welfare, and certain associated envi-
ronmentally related complications as part of the One Health approach. The evaluation
of AMR threats in the community from antimicrobial administration in veterinary health
care to people and livestock welfare appears to be problematic due to the heterogeneity
of the problem and the lack of relevant data on the processes and routes associated with
the genomic, biochemical, and community levels. Furthermore, there is a considerable
information barrier on the influence that reception habitat exerts on the fate of AMR,
multidrug-resistant bacteria, and ARGs. To adequately analyze the implications of AMR in
the environment, it could be preferable if the relative input of the environment versus the
influence of different factors had been evaluated with reference to the situation of AMR.

In contrast to country funding for research, the Joint Programming Initiative on An-
timicrobial Resistance (JPIAMR) is implementing a collaborative strategy in the European
Council with the objective of integrating regional research initiatives to better combat the
threat of AMR. Network mapping describes countless resources and propagation mech-
anisms, all of which are presumably driven by the ever-increasing incidence of AMR
in therapeutic, animal, and ecological contexts. In addition, the Combating Antibiotic
Resistant Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator (CARB-X) offers financial support to
companies that are developing novel and potentially effective solutions to antibiotic resis-
tance [148]. However, more research is required to obtain new insights into the fundamental
mechanisms of resistance, gene transfer, and bacterial evolution. This involves an active
examination of the function of persistence and host–pathogen interactions, as well as their
contribution to antimicrobial resistance. Exploring topics such as these may lead to the
discovery of novel therapeutic and diagnostic targets. Furthermore, to adequately under-
stand and address the nascent hazard of AMR, it seems that there is a significant need for
political will to carry out novel projects, expand tools, and evaluate risk-analysis strategies.
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8. Strategies and Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance

In April 2014, the World Health Organization recognized AMR as a “significant uni-
versal challenge.” The World Health Assembly, the governing body of all WHO member
nations, then announced the Global Action Plan on Antimicrobial Resistance (World Health
Organization 2015) [149], encouraging member countries to adopt comparable national
action plans by May 2017. Various international and national representatives have imple-
mented measures to restrict the prevalence and transmission of antimicrobial resistance
by enforcing the appropriate use of antimicrobial medications. The US Food and Drug
Administration officially announced measures to evaluate AMR outbreaks [150]. AMR has
been substantially suppressed in nations that have implemented synchronized national
strategies. Appropriate drug use, antimicrobial surveillance through the One Health ap-
proach, improvements in medical practices, the introduction of medical coverage schemes,
restricted drug commercialization, a coordinated epidemic management program, and
communal management programs all appear to be major determinants in overcoming
threats associated with AMR.

A major drawback in the fight against AMR is rapid diagnostic testing, an additional
pressing issue, especially in underdeveloped nations where conventional microbiological
technologies have been routinely used to identify pathogens. These inadequacies could be
resolved by creating custom therapeutics for appropriate antimicrobial treatment based
on modern and advanced genomic screening technologies. A One-Health strategy would
perhaps represent a significant approach for exploring the human–animal interplay and
introducing innovative assessment tactics. Taking into account the routes of transmission
of antimicrobial resistance that have been known to be prevalent among the three elements,
including people, animals, and the environment [151], these areas of research are of special
relevance and must be addressed effectively. However, the indiscriminate and illogical use
of drugs is a major contributor to AMR, specifically in low- and middle-income countries.
Antimicrobial agents are used inappropriately for a variety of purposes, including inpatient
treatment with prescribed medications by physicians, lack of knowledge of antibiotics,
inaccurate prognosis, especially in emerging countries, and distressing hardships for
clinicians imposed primarily by the pharmaceutical industry.

A limitation of innovative drugs mainly hampers the analysis of the whole issue of
AMR [152]; therefore, breakthroughs in antibiotic discovery, combination therapy, and
technological innovation [153] are required. Future analysis will focus on identifying the
adverse effects of human activity, the participation of various major determinants of AMR,
the consequences of resistant strains on human and animal wellness, and significant techni-
cal, cultural, and financial approaches to reduce environmental resistance to antimicrobials.
Various plans, such as the United States National Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial
Resistant Bacteria (White House 2015), the declaration of the 2016 high-level meeting on
antimicrobial resistance at the United Nations General Assembly (OPGA/WHO/FAO/OIE
2016), and the FAO/OIE/WHO Tripartite Collaboration are current national and interna-
tional approaches to resolve the spread of AMR.

9. Conclusions

ARGs possess the ability to transition from bacterial populations between human and
livestock infections, and conversely, since gene exchange among bacteria might happen
anywhere theoretically, it is particularly prone to occur among taxonomically highly asso-
ciated bacteria. Furthermore, in reality, to transfer resistance, host and recipient bacteria
must occupy an equivalent biological habitat, at least for a short period. Taking this into
account, it makes perfect sense that the prevalence of resistance transmission that occurs
between animal- and human-associated microbes should be stronger. The true consequence
of either of such environmental circumstances appears to be unclear because of the limited
knowledge of the mechanisms that cause the transference of ARG in bacterial populations
and the subsequent persistence functionality of ARG or host bacteria when transported
under such circumstances.
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In addition to the increasing international recognition of antimicrobial resistance, we
still have significant gaps in our awareness in terms of the prevalence, location, and drivers
of AMR at the community level. To increase our knowledge of the severity of AMR in
communities, as well as the population-level variables that impact the establishment and
distribution of AMR, we must incorporate a wide range of context-specific epidemiological
research methodologies. A comprehensive and cost-effective AMR approach must incorpo-
rate a multidisciplinary framework to reduce antibiotic consumption, improve monitoring
and control, and strengthen the user and general practitioner in the administration of
antibiotics. Although the existing severity of the situation and its distribution in both the
population and hospitals complicate the situation, it is essential, as health-care personnel
contribute greatly to minimizing the genesis and transmission of resistance. This research,
in collaboration with management programs, will help find approaches to the recognition,
mitigation, and monitoring of AMR, as well as the prolonged use of antimicrobials in the
treatment regime.
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